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Also Refer to: 
Erratum: Vox Sang 2010; 98:581 

 
Note: The order and numbering of the sequences in the printed version of Table 2 and Table 4 in the 
above-mentioned article are wrong. The replacement of the mono-spaced "Courier New" font (used in 
the two tables in the original manuscript) with the AdvROTIS-S font used in Vox Sanguinis print style 
has lead to shifting the letters and spaces from their exact location in the sequence map thus changing 
the location/placement order of the amino acid alignment in Table 2 and Table 4. Emphasis is given 
that the original data, the text content of the paper and the conclusions remain correct. 
 
Table 2  Amino acid alignment of the ‘a’ determinant of the S gene of the eight samples of 
the ICBS HBsAg Quantitative Panel 
 
                             110        120        130        140           
A/adw          100  QGMLPVCPLI PGSTTTSTGP CKTCTTPAQG NSMFPSCCCT KPTDGNCTCI  
A/adw2  #220   100  ·········· ·········· ·········· ·········· ··········  
B/ayw1  #546   100  ·········· ···S······ ·R········ T········· ··········  
B/adw2  #570   100  ·········· ···S······ ·········· T········· ··········  
C/adr   #516   100  ·········L ··TS······ ·····I···· T········· ··········  
D/ayw2  #93    100  ·········· ···S······ ·R········ T··Y······ ··S·······  
D/ayw3  #318   100  ·········· ···S···V·· ·R····TV·· T··Y······ ··S·······  
E/ayw4  #246   100  ·········· ···S······ ·R····I··· T········S ··S·······  
F/adw4  #713   100  ·········L ·········· ·K····L··· T········S ··S·······  
 
                             160        170        180        190           
A/adw          150  PIPSSWAFAK YLWEWASVRF SWLSLLVPFV QWFVGLSPTV WLSAIWMMWY  
A/adw2  #220   150  ·········· ·········· ·········· ·········· ··········  
B/ayw1  #546   150  ·········· ·········· ·········· ·········· ···V···I··  
B/adw2  #570   150  ·········· ·········· ·········· ·········· ···V······  
C/adr   #516   150  ·········R F········· ·········· ·········· ···V······  
D/ayw2  #93    150  ········G· F······A·· ·········· ·········· ···V······  
D/ayw3  #318   150  ········G· F······A·· ·········· ·········· ···V······  
E/ayw4  #246   150  ·········· ·········· ·········· ·········· ··········  
F/adw4  #713   150  ·······LG· ·······A·· ·······Q·· ··C······· ··LV···I··  
 

Footnotes 
The dots represent the positions which are the same as the prototype A/adw sequence as referenced in 
[13]. Genotype and subtype specific residues according to references [14, 15, 18] are shown. Residues 
determining the genotype and subtype according to reference [19] are bold. D/ayw3 substitution at 
positions 118 and 128 are underlined. The amino acids shown are described with one letter 
abbreviation according to: IUPAC-IUB Joint Commission on Biochemical Nomenclature.  
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Table 4  Amino acid alignment of the HBsAg mutant samples of the ICBS HBsAg 
Clinical Panel which caused reduced sensitivity in some HBsAg test kits  
 
                              110        120        130        140          
A/adw2               QGMLPVCPLI PGSTTTSTGP CKTCTTPAQG NSMFPSCCCT KPTDGNCTCI 
B/adw2  #1125   100  ·········· ·········· ·········· T·L······· ·········· 
B/adw2  #1135   100  ····R···I· ·········· ·········· T········· ·········· 
D/ayw2  #1010   100  ·········· ···S······ ·R········ I··Y······ ··S······· 
D/ayw2  #1015   100  ·········· ···S······ ·R········ T··Y······ ··L······· 
E/ayw4  #1039   100  H········· ···S······ ·R····L··· T········S ··S······· 
 
                              160        170 
A/adw2               PIPSSWAFAK YLWEWASVRF SWLS  
B/adw2  #1125   150  ·········K F········· ···· 
B/adw2  #1135   150  ·········K ·········· ···· 
D/ayw2  #1010   150  ········GK F······A·· ···· 
D/ayw2  #1015   150  ·········K F······A·· ···· 
E/ayw4  #1039   150  ········GK F······A·· ···· 
 
Footnotes 
The dots represent the positions which are the same as the sequence in reference [13] but the variations 
specific for the respective genotypes according to reference [13] are shown. Mutations are shown in 
bold and underlined. The amino acids shown are described with one letter abbreviation according to: 
IUPAC-IUB Joint Commission on Biochemical Nomenclature. 
 


